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Abstract

In analyzing North Korean song propaganda captured during the Korean War
and Kim Il Sung’s writings about music, this paper argues for consideration of music’s
significance as a component in the North Korean revolution. Music’s respective con-
nections to North Korean religion, education, and military discipline are examined.
The paper contributes thereby to debates on the cultural Cold War in Korea, North
Korean state formation, and the role of international influence on the Korean Penin-
sula.
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Introduction

Kim Il Sung claimed expertise in an array of disciplines, but few areas appeared
to enliven his intelligence more fully than the musical arts. Music served Kim’s sta-
tist ambitions from 1945 to 1950, strengthening national consciousness among the
first post-colonial generation of North Koreans. Musical techniques pioneered by
Christian missionaries would aid in the Kim’s cultivation of a corps of North Korean
youth steeped, as he said in October 1945, in “people’s democracy ... proletarian
internationalism [and] hatred for the imperialists.”1 North Korean music depicted
Korea’s imperialistic enemies and concurrently plunged down the taproot of Kim Il
Sung’s powerful personality cult, feeding the legend of the “great general” with per-
suasive poetry and attractive melodies. Finally, music promoted the spirit of revo-
lutionary militancy and suffused the Korean War, promoting alliances and ultimately
memorializing the conflict as a triumph for the state and its surviving leaders.

Christian Influences

North Korea’s revolutionary musical techniques did not emerge ex nihilo, but
represented a singular amalgamation inclusive of Korean folk tradition, practices of
Christian missionaries, legacies of Japanese military government, and Soviet influ-
ence. Of these, the importance of Christian and Japanese influences could be con-
sidered the greatest external influences on North Korean musical development, not
least because the story of the sculptor of North Korea, Kim Il Sung, begins within
the church and stands juxtaposed against the crimson backdrop of Japanese impe-
rialism.

Kim Il Sung’s recognition of music’s power to motivate and unify disparate
groups was rooted in his youthful experience in a church in Mangyongdae, where
he grew of age under the influence of Protestantism. His father, a church rector, and
his mother, a Pentecostal deaconess, encouraged him to participate in the musical
life of the church as an organist.2 His late-appearing autobiography With the Cen-
tury explained in part his Christian heritage and youthful love of music, but Kim Il
Sung’s much earlier Works imply with equal clarity the impact of Kim’s experience
as a church musician.3 (While the Works remain problematic because of their heavy
and multiple editing, they are used here in conjunction with contemporary materi-
als to suggest the broader gesture of North Korean arts policy.)4 Kim’s childhood
experience as an organist not only solidified his belief in music as good propaganda,
it gave him a firm grounding in music theory. The depth of Kim’s understanding of
music’s key relationships (for example, tonality) was wholly apparent when, com-
paring the keys of D and E major for his son in the 1960s, the elder Kim betrayed a
close knowledge of key structure and its emotional impact on singers and listeners.
The notion that each key retains the power to provoke certain emotions (including
discomfort) originated from European music theorists such as Robert Schumann,
and was almost certainly an idea that Kim had picked up at the organist’s bench. As
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Kim Il Sung noted to the attentive Kim Jong-il, E major was more likely to make
people “rush forward involuntarily,” springing the bodies of singers and audience
into alertness and anger.5

Kim’s published writings from the late 1940s are punctuated with references to
music and reveal his related attention to the effectiveness of missionary propaganda.
Kim, clearly, recognized that religion’s profound influence on Korea stemmed in part
from musical techniques that, if harnessed and filled with proletarian class content,
could be turned into formidable tools for cultural change. In the uncertain ideolog-
ical climate after liberation, Kim and his Korean Worker’s Party also needed to cre-
ate an alternative to missionary education. Here they recast foreign models as carriers
of proletarian catechism. Kim explicitly modeled his new propaganda centers, termed
“democratic publicity halls,” on previously established Christian education centers.
In describing these centers to school cadre in 1952, Kim emphasized the prior suc-
cess that Christian missionaries had enjoyed by emphasizing music:

If democratic publicity halls are used only for meeting or lectures, people would
not gather there readily. These halls must be run well so that people come there
with interest. In the past, when Christian pastors wanted to attract young men
and women, the pastors first gave them such things as notebooks and pencils and
got them to sing songs when they came to the church. After rousing their interest
in this way, the pastors gradually preached the Christian doctrine to the young. In
fact, young men and women went to the church in the past not because of belief
in Christianity but to sing songs and keep each other’s company.6

Such comments reinforced a notion Kim had mentioned earlier in 1949: “School chil-
dren take an interest in going to church because they are given pencils and ... a chance
to play on the organ.”7 To Kim’s way of thinking, Christianity had become a suc-
cessful social movement in Korea because it managed to snare even casual adherents
into a web of enjoyable human activities and artistic associations. If his Korean Work-
ers‘ Party were able to do the same, it stood to succeed. Music could build commu-
nity and “gradually preach” a communist doctrine by attracting Koreans looking,
quite simply, for something to do.

Kim’s attitude toward Christian activities was in the end, however, hardly benign,
going well beyond simple co-opting of Christian techniques. In the early months after
his arrival, Kim was furiously hemming in his senior rival, the Christian leader Cho
Mansik, and attempting to uproot anti–Soviet nationalist sentiment among Christ-
ian students in conservative cities such as Sinuiju. Although Kim Il Sung spoke
encouragingly enough of limited political participation by Christian leaders in 1946,
his representatives were burning churches in North Pyongan province, and they were
overwhelmingly hostile toward Christianity.8 However, by using Christian forms,
Kim demonstrated his notion that “in cultural and propaganda work, content is far
more important than form.”9 Along with visual arts and literature, music became an
integral medium for inculcating the populace with a durable new North Korean ide-
ology able to withstand its intellectual competitors.
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Music and the Military

Military pursuits occupied a central position in Kim Il Sung’s thinking, partic-
ularly the growth and fidelity of the Korean People’s Army (KPA/Inmingun). In their
day-to-day usage of music to stimulate martial vigilance, Kim and the KPA drew upon
multiple legacies mirroring Korea’s experiences of resistance to, and absorption of,
foreign cultural practices. The spiritual and physical core of the KPA is said to have
originated in the vast Manchurian forests north of the Tumen River where, myth
proclaims, the Korean “warriors covered one thousand ri in one day, mowing down
the Japs like stalks of hemp.”10 When not attacking police stations in border towns
like Pochonbo, the guerillas were said to have spread the revolutionary spirit via
songs.11 The guerrilla movement’s dimensions have been exaggerated by DPRK pro-
pagandists, but Kim’s musical childhood indicates that he may indeed have had a role
in the composition of songs and folk opera in the 1930s, roaming the Manchurian
border spinning out song tunes and spitting anti–Japanese lyrics. Leaving aside official
myths such as Kim’s complete conception of the opera Sea of Blood—later to grow
into a staged opera, collectively written novel, and cinematic production carried out
under the diligent eye of Kim Jong-il—it stands to reason that, for a poor band of
guerrilla fighters, songs could fend off long hours of boredom and cement acquain-
tance with new ideologies. Because the Manchurian guerrilla experience was held up
repeatedly as the sine qua non of revolutionary manliness (and womanhood) in the
DPRK, songs from the period no doubt served as an effective and inexpensive tem-
plate for building solidarity within military units.

The small units Kim had commanded in Manchuria, however, bore little resem-
blance in scope to the Korean People’s Army, established in February 1946. The new
KPA was both large and regular, and the musical needs of the army reflected as much,
requiring brass bands for drill and inspection as well as orchestral-choral spectacu-
lars for inspiration. Like mechanized transport and mortars, brass bands had been
in short supply in the communities of exiled rural Koreans from whom Kim Il Sung
had drawn his support in the 1930s. The KPA thus required a rapid investment into
instrumental music, an endeavor in which they were granted aid from cultural detach-
ments of the Soviet Red Army after 1945.

While the KPA’s acquaintance with the instrumental techniques benefited from
Soviet tutelage, the former experience of many KPA soldiers in the Imperial Japa-
nese Army also played a role. In strictly musical terms, the Japanese army in North-
east Asia was equal to the Soviet Red Army as the KPA’s primary model. As the Soviet
military government conceded in Pyongyang in 1945, the liberation of North Korea
did not equate to an eradication of all Japanese methods, nor necessarily did it seek
to eliminate all Japanese techniques.12 Kim Il Sung elliptically acknowledged as much,
and, though he repeatedly enjoined his police and army officers to move away from
behavior reminiscent of Japan, the KPA was reliant upon Japanese models of mili-
tary music. In 2001, Min Kyung-chan, a musicology professor at Korea National Uni-
versity of the Arts, asserted kinship between Japanese military songs and North
Korean anthems, stating that the latter were heavily dependent on the former.13 And
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while it can be expected that the conservative JoongAng Ilbo would publicize research
that implied a foreign origin for the DPRK, Chinese scholarship confirms that the
roots of many Asian revolutionary tunes indeed lay in Japanese military songs.14

Pre-liberation Japanese influence on Korean musical norms was especially deep
for those Koreans conscripted into the Japanese military after 1942, and musical
mobilization of Korean civilians bore a resemblance to that of the Japanese on the
home islands.15 It is therefore not coincidental that North Korean music was printed
on the five-staff western-style music notation system, also implemented by the Japa-
nese, rather than using the more rudimentary number notation system favored for
mass music pedagogy in China. Japanese practices of guiding physical exercise with
music-blaring loudspeakers, practices themselves adapted from such European the-
orists as Jacques-Emile Dalcroze, were merged with Soviet sport theories and
employed by North Korean educators. (Today, North Korea’s singular merger of
music, movement, and state loyalty is of course the “Mass Games,” a phenomenon
whose ideological effectiveness, so far as the author is aware, has yet to inspire the
“monograph” it deserves.) In 1945, the previous three decades as Japan’s colony had
revealed the efficacy of the Japanese model for extending state power and loyalty
through the musical arts. The multiple connections between Japanese imperial prac-
tices and those adopted by the North Korean regime, though they rest today under
the bristled cloak of self-reliance rhetoric, are clearly visible in the musical sphere.

As he rose to power in 1945, Kim desired to inculcate a military spirit in his
populace, particularly among the youth. Military music was North Korean music and
vice versa, Christian hymns and the unmodified pangchang and pan’sori notwith-
standing. The role of music in forging a cohesive and ideologically consistent army
thus arose with considerable frequency, indicating Kim’s agitated thought on the
subject. For public security officers, Kim advocated the creation of special spaces
called “Nation Building Rooms” within police training centers wherein cadets could
“trace the patriotic struggle of our people, especially the heroic struggle of the Anti-
Japanese Guerrilla Army [and] enjoy their leisure time reading books and singing
songs.”16 If songs could carry forward the message of Kim’s Manchurian mythos,
they would be eagerly employed.

On February 2, 1948, Kim celebrated the second anniversary of the founding of
the KPA with a speech that dwelled at length on the importance of songs, dances,
and the arts in military life. Kim, as he often did, wasted little time in denouncing
the legacies of the Japanese. The foreign occupiers, Kim said, had not only corrupted
“our beautiful national dances [but] banned our people from singing their own songs
and dancing their own dances freely.” Into this colonial void had rushed Japanese
music, promoted through all manner of media, making the Korean people “almost
ignorant of their own songs and dances.” In order to wipe out Japanese influence,
Kim argued to his military audience, his government would “guarantee every pos-
sible condition for the advancement of national arts.”17 While Kim’s state-centered
approach to culture may quickly be labeled totalitarian, some North Korean intel-
lectuals appeared to readily endorse such centralization. As Lim Hwa put it in an arti-
cle surprisingly critical of the Workers‘ Party in the Choson Inmin Ilbo in April 1946,
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“the fight against Japanese cultural policies” had only just been joined, making gov-
ernment control of the arts, along with preservation of antiques, necessary as a means
of precluding future foreign domination.18

The KPA provided precisely the means to prevent a Japanese revival, the great
fear of the postwar era manifested even in Korean War propaganda. Kim, however,
was not satisfied with enjoining his soldiers in 1948 to show deep concern with the
arts; he also encouraged orchestral musicians themselves to become soldiers of North
Korean culture:

You must not forget, above all, that you are warriors in building a new, demo-
cratic Korea. Not only those who fight with bayonets in hand but all those who
strive to build a new, democratic Korea are warriors, too. While army men are
warriors fighting with arms in hand against the enemy, you are soldiers fighting
with art as a weapon for the building of a new, democratic Korea. Through all
ages and in all countries, fine musicians have been ardent patriots. Likewise, our
musicians should actively contribute to the building of a new country with all
their energies and talents.19

Kim’s oration to the musicians inevitably echoed the words of Mao and Lenin, but
not necessarily intentionally so. Over the course of the first five years of his rule, Kim
cajoled students, railroad workers, and even the elderly to model themselves after the
army. Yet Kim’s plunge south on June 25, 1950, rendered his injunctions of the 1940s
into literal commands, resulting in the full militarization of North Korean society.

Nation-building Songs

Seeking to embody the Korean nation, shore up his political support, and shrug
off the real and perceived legacies of foreign influence, Kim Il Sung repeatedly empha-
sized the importance of promoting Korean culture. In part by pursuing a stridently
nationalistic propaganda policy toward the South in the late 1940s, North Korea acted
as a magnet for intellectuals and musicians from below the 38th parallel seeking a
more progressive artistic climate. In spite of the initial rapine chaos of invading
Soviet troops, North Korea yet held certain advantages, mainly in the form of rela-
tively generous subsidies for artists after 1946.20 The rapid establishment of govern-
ment and party-affiliated organizations for performing artists in the North far
surpassed the bustling yet fragmented and poorly funded activities in the South.
Among the writers, artists, and musicians in Pyongyang, Kim made common cause,
finding sustenance for his consolidation of power and, perhaps, the seeds of his ambi-
tion for future aggrandizement. The most famous of among these men was the “north-
fleeing writer,” or wolbuk chakka, Han Sorya, whose January 1946 fictionalization of
Kim Il Sung’s days as a partisan guerrilla fighter won him high posts in North Korea’s
expanding cultural bureaucracy.21 While migrating musicians expected similarly priv-
ileged treatment from the northern regime, they nevertheless rarely pierced the supe-
riority of, or enjoyed the rewards granted to, the northerners who had stayed in Korea
through the colonial period.
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One such northerner who had stayed on under Japanese rule was Kim Won’-
gyun, an autodidact composer said to be of peasant background. In 1946, at the age
of twenty-nine, Kim Won’gyun rose to fame on the strength of his “Song of General
Kim Il Sung,” a piece hailing Korea’s new strength.22 In an ebullient C major, the
song promotes a view of Kim Il Sung as a synecdoche to Korean independence.23 The
prestige garnered from the “Song of General Kim Il Sung” brought Kim Won’gyun
the commission of the national anthem a year later. The piece, not surprisingly, was
also a paean to Kim Il Sung, further identifying the nation of the DPRK with its
founder. In the song, the hearts of the Korean people are endeared to Kim, lauding
the leader as the reason Korea is “ever flourishing and free.”24 Such lyrics were an
integral part of the early drive to downplay Kim’s leftist ideology and Soviet connec-
tions in favor of a more idiomatic nationalistic profile.25

The construction of the North Korean national anthem had captured Kim Il
Sung’s attention in September 1946, when he discussed the matter with writers and
artists in Pyongyang. “For nearly half a century,” he stated operatically, “our people
lived in endless pain and grief fettered to the colonial chains of Japanese imperial-
ism, and drained the bitter cup of sorrow to the dregs as a ruined nation.” The
national anthem, however, was meant to take on the optimistic ethos of the DPRK.
Unsubtly praising himself for drawing the folk out of the metaphorical wilderness,
Kim stated: “This is the moment when our people feel the urge to sing lustily of their
joy and emotion at enjoying freedom and happiness in the liberated country, and
they want to express this in their national anthem ... under the guidance of our party.”
As North Korea faced a struggle to reinvent the Korean cultural identity, Kim noted
quite correctly that the national anthem stood as a symbolically significant first step
to “to satisfy these sincere [nationalistic] sentiments and desires of our people.”26

Kim thereafter advocated a united effort from the artistic community to produce
songs that would inspire patriotism in the people.27

For the KPA, Kim possessed a fastidiousness concerning the purpose of anthems:
“The song which the soldiers of our People’s Army will sing must be composed with
ardent patriotism, burning hatred against the enemy and the lofty revolutionary
spirit of fighting for the reunification and independence of the country.”28 The song
was to represent a renewed and unassailable proletarian Korean identity, but more
than that, recognizing the power of music, Kim further desired an anthem that would
be a useful tool to transmit and propagate Korean nationalism.

Education

Music, as in most states, was a vital part of North Korean educational initia-
tives. In January 1949, Kim gave an audience to a subsection of the Central Com-
mittee regarding the Mangyongdae school for orphans, an institution whose growth
would exercise substantial long-term leverage on Kim’s behalf as he consolidated and
deepened his power. Noting that the students at Mangyongdae had become “gloomy
and out of spirits,” emotions he characteristically attributed to ill-treatment under
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Japanese occupation, Kim recommended that the students build morale through a
regimen of sports and study of musical instruments.29 The role of music in raising
the spirits of these children and consequently binding them closer to the Great Leader
could not be overlooked.30

One song, entitled “Song of Youth,” indicates the type of attitudes being incul-
cated by regime-sponsored composers. The “Song of Nationwide Youth Democratic
League,” written by Lim Yim-hwa and Kim Sun-nam, exudes élan. The tempo mark-
ing is written in Italian (sempre marcate or “very marked, vigorous”), and five-staff
notation is used, showing again the westernization of music and the impact of both
missionaries and the Japanese on musical practices in Korea. Its four verses dwell upon
themes of strength and resistance. No mention is made of Stalin or the Soviet Union.
Each verse ends with the same refrain, praising the power of the people. Dotted
rhythms exude confidence and vigor, and the composer’s choice of key, G major, con-
notes optimism and new beginnings.31 The Democratic Youth League was an ardent
promoter of song, and its members were encouraged in turn to bring the new songs
into the civil sphere, revolutionizing their potentially conservative elders.

Yet the youth could not become agents of revolution if they themselves had
insufficient grounding in the theory, history, and arts of revolution. Kim’s acuity for
instruction made him aware of the glaring deficiencies in socialist pedagogy from
which North Korea suffered in its early years. Lecturers in South Pyongan province
were using unappealing methods, changing their lesson plans without sufficient direc-
tion from the party.32 More alarmingly, many teachers were showing signs of politi-
cal unreliability. Internal documents from the occupying Red Army evinced alarm
both at the lack of qualified teachers in 1945 and the difficulty of stringent investi-
gation of new teachers. Experienced high school teachers, ostensibly the most impor-
tant teachers of ideology to future cadre and citizens, were mainly Japanese. The
Soviet solution to this problem was to proffer an intense and “short period of drill
and study” of senior high school students to cultivate a new class of teachers, a task
made difficult by the long years of Japanese (indeed, anticommunist) education expe-
rienced by these students.33 After the founding of the DPRK, more stringent proce-
dures would be put in place to weed out undesirable applicants to the teaching
profession.34 Pyongyang Teachers’ Training College garnered Kim’s praise in 1948 for
having “detected and purged the impure and alien elements among the teaching staff
and students.” Having critiqued the “serious inclination among teachers to use text-
books devoid of ideological content,” Kim was well aware that planting songs into
the curriculum could assure that students would be exposed to “the history of the
revolution, an important political subject.”35

Music education was a useful counterfoil to this ideological confusion. Books
were in terribly short supply, but songs could be transmitted and learned quickly and
without a printing press. Songs printed in textbooks, distributed via party newspa-
pers, and spread throughout the land as leaflets were an economical method of assur-
ing a modicum of ideological content in the lesson plans of North Korean schools.36

In addition to their unifying ideological properties, songs were also an important
means of teaching students of all ages to read hangul as part of liberating the Korean
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people from reliance on all facets of foreign language, whether it be spoken Japanese
or written Chinese hanja.37

Conclusion

Since the “roaring of the cataract” and the destruction of the Korean War, North
Korea’s struggle with foreign influence has largely been focused upon the United
States as the DPRK’s intractable foreign adversary.38 However, U.S. cultural influ-
ence in North Korea was mediated through leaflet drops, radio broadcasts, POW
camps, and ordinance, and was therefore minimal. In the years prior to the Korean
War, and indeed today, North Korea’s neighboring states projected a steadier and
more internally driven cultural influence to which the regime’s cultural apparatus
was eager to adapt. Music, as a cultural tool relatively free of linguistic constraints,
flows easily across physical and ideological borders, and is therefore a fine case study
for the depth of Soviet and Chinese influence in North Korea in the years of alliance.

With regard to DPRK–Soviet cultural relations, much research remains to be
done. Were Kim or his subordinates aware of the profound artistic changes and power
struggles in the Soviet arts bureaucracy when, in 1948, Soviet Minister of Culture
Andrei Zhdanov purged or criticized a number of important Soviet composers, decry-
ing the presence of “formalism” in their work?39 Did these decrees hamper North
Korean art composers or shape the popularization of North Korean opera and song?
To what extent, if any, were North Korean audiences or elites exposed to the high
forms of Soviet Socialist Realism as represented by performances of Shostakovich or
Prokofiev? Such study would necessarily encompass visits by delegations of Soviet
artists and musicians to North Korea after 1945; data for such activity resides in the
Lenin Library in Moscow, a major repository for Soviet cultural documents in North
Korea. The connection between Soviet tutelage among North Korean musical peda-
gogues and opera and song composers also requires greater examination, and
inquiries are needed into remnants of the Soviet conservatory and music education
system in the DPRK today. Such scholarship could expose more clearly the depth of
Soviet influence in North Korea and test if Soviet assistance enabled the growth of a
unique North Korean system or if it was actually cultural hegemony in disguise.

China’s potential potency in shaping North Korean musical decisions, forms, and
education is also in need of examination in this period. It seems clear that Kim Il
Sung was influenced by the writings of Mao Zedong on the role of the arts in stim-
ulating political mobilization and deepening party control, but these similarities
might reflect Mao’s own derivative notions plagiarized from Lenin.40 Much Chinese
influence at the time was routed into North Hamgyong province via Chinese Yan-
bian, an important conduit for culture and CCP troops during the Chinese civil war.
Two of the most important men in terms of North Korean culture in this period,
Kim Tubong and Mu Chong, were both later purged. Kim Tubong had been pres-
ent at Mao’s 1942 Yan’an forum, and Mu Chong, a Long March figure who had
founded schools for exiled “Korean Youth Federations” in North China, was also
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active in promoting Sino–North Korean cultural exchanges.41 Thus, examining Chi-
nese influence on musical and artistic aspects of North Korean culture in the period
surrounding the Korean War might also reveal interesting details on the looming
factional battles in Pyongyang.

Much research remains to be done on the exchange of music, particularly local
opera, between communist base areas across the Manchurian border and North
Korea.42 Exceptions abound in North Korea, and Charles Armstrong’s assertion of a
wholly nationalist and Korean-directed revolution of culture in North Korea is also
inflected by his selection of sources, many of which come from Kangwon province
and other areas far removed from the northern border provinces with culturally
prolific Manchuria. Cultural flows then, as now, had strong implications for the direc-
tion of the North Korean state.

Of course, no period of cultural exchange or upheaval can match that of the
Korean War. The violence that had rippled through the southern zone and the new
Republic of Korea would erupt into a global conflict playing out on the Korean Penin-
sula. During the war, North Korean music would play an important role in consol-
idating state power and in marshaling hatred of the state’s enemies. More importantly,
music was certainly a means of cementing friendship with international socialist
friends. Documents in Beijing describe the travels of North Korean arts delegations
to China in 1953, dwelling on the gratefulness the musicians felt for being able to
depart from the war zones.43 Music and music drama also became at least one means
of channeling away deep frustrations at the destructive failures of the Korean War
and reshaping narratives of North Korea’s problematic history.44 Within the wartime
propaganda, themes of nationalism, internationalism, and hatred of enemies, like pri-
mary colors, were mixed together both with thoughtful calculation and frantic haste,
creating a distinctly North Korean shade in the eight years after haebang, Korea’s 1945
liberation.
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